Parachute Games
*Use a bed sheet as your parachute!
The Mushroom
1. Have children evenly spread out around the parachute and hold the edges.
2. Have everyone gently tug on the parachute, holding it low between knee level and
the ground.
3. On the count of three, in unison, raise the chute upwards. It should fill with air,
rising like a giant “mushroom”.
4. Work on getting the mushroom as high as possible, having each child take a step
or two into the center, eventually running to the center while still holding the
chute.
5. If all children are synchronized and let go of the chute as it is in the air, it should
maintain its mushroom shape and rise.
Parachute Tag
1. While playing mushroom and lifting the parachute up and down, call out two
children’s names – they must run under the parachute and switch spots with each
other.
2. Have fun with this by also giving the children names of colors, fruits and
vegetables, animals, birthday months, or whatever lesson you may be studying.
When you call the name or object, each student with that name will run under the
parachute and go to an empty spot before it falls again.
The Wave and Waves
1. Children put their hands up in the air, lifting the parachute, one at a time like at a
baseball game, creating a synchronized wave.
2. Have children create waves with the parachute to either the sound of music or on
command of how fast or slow they should be moving their arms.
Turtle
1. While in mushroom, all participants create a giant turtle shell while on their hands
and knees underneath the parachute.
2. Now everyone must work together to get the turtle to travel around with its shell
still afloat.

Shark Attack
1. This one is played while all children sit with the parachute flat, covering their
bodies and pulled up to their chest.
2. One or two children, dependent on the size of the group are chosen to be the
“sharks”.
3. The sharks must go under the parachute and try to grab people’s legs and pull
them under. Those “captured” then become the sharks.

